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Minutes 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Meeting: SU Sport Exec 
Place: MS Teams Meeting 
Date and Time: 22/10/2021 2pm 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Exec Committee Sport Officer Elizabeth Stacey (ES) 

 Sport Exec - Chair  Matt Houghton (MH) 

 Sport Exec - Treasurer  Robert Preston (RP) 

 Sport Exec - Treasurer  Maria Valderrabano (MV) 

 Sport Exec - Performance Sport Officer - 

 Sport Exec - Events Coordinator  Eleni Issaias (EI) 

 Sport Exec - Welfare Officer  Melissa Farid (MF) 

 Sport Exec - Inclusion Officer  - 

 Sport Exec - Media Officer  Todd Lindley (TL) 

 Sport Exec - Recreational Coordinator  Ellie Muir (EM) 

 Sport Exec - Volunteer Recognition Coordinator  Maria Valderrabano (MV) 

 Sport Exec - Marketing Officer Beatriz Leitao (BL) 

Apologies  BL, MV, EI 

   

Did not attend   

   

In attendance  ES, MH, RP, MF, TL, EM 

  Polly Hawker (PH), Jo Dixon (JD) 

 
 

  Action 
Apologies for absence 
(MH) 

BL not in attendance. PH and JD in attendance. N/a 

Notifications of any 
other business (MH) 

 
N/a 

Minutes from 
previous meeting 
(MH) 

 
Accepted 

Matter arising (MH)  N/a 

Exec up-date MF: in contact with clubs and EDI officer about W&I initiative for 
21/22 
TL: to get in contact with campusTV regarding involvement in sport 

 

Top 10/Personal Goal 
progress (ES) 

Refurbishments of Sulis: is going to costing and paper will go to 
appropriate people in coming weeks. 
 
Manifesto points: to get in contact with exec members this week 

ES to contact 
relevant Sports 
Exec members 
before next 
meeting 

Finance (RP) Been very smooth- a couple of issues with Mountaineering- cannot 
get app working. 
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Rugby- have had income, but not enough to cover coach trip. 
Waiting on email from finance about covering future coach trips. 
 
RP has put update into ES SU sports email 
 
MH to draft something for ES email 

MH to draft update 
for ES email 

Upcoming SU Sport 
Events (MH) 

Inclusion Event- ES/MG/RB to have meeting 
Speed Dating for Sport- ES to contact EI 
Club Photos- 15th/16th Nov 
 
Snowball- held on campus now. Exec won’t have a lot to do- Mike 
Dalton will be organising. Cost saving by being on campus- tickets 
are now cheaper (~15£ from £30 before). SU want greater 
involvement towards varsity instead from Exec. 
 
Varsity- going to be a huge amount of work. Need to have good 
commitment from everyone who wants to be involved in this. Exec 
members wishing to compete should be able to.  

 

Mixed sports 
(Volleyball) 

Volleyball want to have a mixed team for volleyball. 
 

MF to clarify 
Volleyball’s details 
on this proposal 

BUCS competitions We need to go through process of reviewing BUCS competitions 
- How can BUCS be made sustainable at Bath going forward 
- BUCS continues to increase in cost, resources needed to 

fulfil offer, more teams want to enter 
- Getting towards being over-capacity 
- If we want to continue with BUCS, how is it sustainable? 
- Transport costs, space on campus 
- Want to be at a position where all relevant partners 

understand at which point BUCS is sustainable, including if 
more resources required by the university. 

- Review will occur over the 2021/22 academic year 
- Participation level- we have around 5,000 students in SU 

Sport. 1.5k compete in BUCS. 
- If we reduce BUCS offer, what will it be replaced with? 
- Need student involvement and need to be in conversation 
- SU will contact Voice team to ensure we have correct 

representation when reviewing 
- Sports exec could be involved heavily 
- Exec could be involved with their buddy clubs- good way of 

splitting the clubs up. 

 

General Meetings - Andy/Tom made interactive in the tub 
- ES might do something similar 
- Topics to be discussed: 

- Need to go over the role of a committee 
- Volunteer development 

- Worked well but engagement was high with online AGM 
for sport but didn’t go well for societies 

- Maybe having clubs lead sessions 

Ideas for general 
meeting topics to 
be put onto the 
teams on a thread 

Girls night in - Cancelling score 
- Plug&Tub will be implementing new measures to combat 

spiking 
- Best way for Exec to support will be to get information to 

officers from clubs to aid the campaigns 
- Could recommend to do sober socials 

 

 


